Articles

"Karbala Mourning of the Fāṭimid-Ṭayyibī-Shīʿa of India: Doctrinal and Performative Aspects of Sayyidnā Ṭāhir Sayf al-Dīn’s Arabic Lament, "O King of Martyrs" (Yā Sayyida l-Shuhadāʾī)" (Tahera Qutbuddin)

"Asās al-maqālāt fī ḍamʿ al-jahālāt: A hitherto unknown Zaydī heresiography from Northern Iran" (Hassan Ansari, Rouholla Foroughi, and Sabine Schmidtke)

"Eugenio Griffini and Zaydi Studies in the light of his correspondence with Ignaz Goldziher, 1908 through 1920" (Valentina Sagaria Rossi)

Editions

"Do Accidents Need a Substrate? Critical Edition of al-Ḥasan al-Raṣṣāṣ’s Masʾala fī kayfiyyat wujūd al-ʿaʾrāḍ" (Mostafa Ahmadi, Hassan Ansari, and Jan Thiele)

Shii Treasures in North American and European Libraries

"Sixth/Twelfth-Century Zaydī Theologians of Yemen Debating Avicennan Philosophy" (Hassan Ansari and Sabine Schmidtke)

Short Notices

"Review of Shiī Studies in Iran I" (Mohsen Feyzbakhsh and Ahmad Reza Rahimi Riseh)

"Bianca Maria Scarcia Amoretti" (Valentina Sagaria Rossi)

"Rudolf Strothmann (1877-1960): Publications [Addenda]" (Sabine Schmidtke)

Reviews

[Gillon on Jambet]
[Najafian on Anzali]
[Warner on Baker]
[Anzali on Terrier et al.]